
MINING SECURITIES CORPORATION 
AN ARIZONA HOLDING COMPANY FOR WESTERN MINES 

CAPITAL $150,000,000 
Katherine, Arizona, 
P.O. Kingman, Arizona, 
February 7th., 1935. 

 
 
 
Mr. Charles E. Hughes, Chief Justice, 
Supreme Court of the United States,  
Washington, D.C. 
 
Dear Mr. Justice Hughes: 
 
    My ancestors have been Americans for three hundred years, some 
helped frame our Constitution you are now interpreting in reference to the gold clause case, and 
my aim in writing you is patriotic, for I alone can give you the real, underlying motive for this 
suit against the Federal Government. 
 
  This century has seen the enormous growth of the great American predatory 
fortunes, and through three generations of connection with Standard Oil interests I concluded 
that they were largely fraudulently acquired.  I accordingly spent five years and more than 
$150,000. cash in investigating the methods used and found that forty-five men control the 
world’s financial affairs, in America centered about Morgan, that credit here is controlled 
through the manipulation of securities on the New York Stock Exchange by means of a secret 
code printed on the ticker tape, that only sixty-nine copies of this secret code exist and that less 
than one hundred persons can interpret it.  I now have thousands of pages of notes decoding 
hundreds of miles of ticker tape; and when I thus learned of their financial manipulative plans I 
for two years waged a one-man fight against their extention of power before President 
Roosevelt’s election, with resulting suicides of Kreuger, Eastman, Swift, Erskine and others 
fearing exposure, and the resignation of Mellen.  I informed Pecora and President Roosevelt of 
this secret code and the plan to wreck our independent banks and then combine them into 
gigantic chains controlling American credit, and under President Roosevelt the Federal 
Government has begun to destroy the means being used to thus gradually change our Republic 
into an oligarchy of wealth.  These corrective measures are being secretly fought by these 
conspirators, one of their moves being this gold clause suit brought ostensively to protect their 
constitutional rights but really intended to delay or prevent the return to the people of the rights 
and property gradually stolen from them. 
 
  Naturally, I personally was immediately marked for ruin, my $165,000. business 
in Delaware was totally wrecked by fraud, my offices and homes burgularized nine times in two 
years, my western mining interests involved in constant litigation by fraud and perjury, and 
losses caused my interests exceeding $3,000,000. 
 
  I early wrote Morgan, Rockefeller, Mellen and Du Pont I intended to prevent 
consummation of the secret code plans, and this letter to you is part of my efforts to that end; but 
today, despite new laws and regulative Commissions, the secret code continues in constant use.  I 



 

have briefly touched only the high points in this short letter; but I have ample proof of this secret 
code conspiracy which has almost wrecked our country through this artificial depression.  As 
fellow patriots, the members of our highest Court can be relied upon to do their part in aiding the 
corrective measures necessary to restore their rights to our people. 
 
      Sincerely yours, 
OCE/7           President. 
 
      Oliver Cromwell Edwards, Jr., C.E. 


